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Toledo Art Museummore than just exhibits
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Education-art museum's
main goal since 1901
By Pete Eoglebart
SUM Writer
For most people, art
museums conjure up images
of stale exhibits in a cold.
drafty building isolated
from toe world around it
That is not the case,
however, at the Toledo
Museum of Art, where
interaction with and
education of the community
are just as important as art
displays.
The museum, located on
Monroe Street, offers
services ranging from adult
learning programs to
Saturday morning grade
school sessions; from music
classes and concerts in the
museum auditorium and
peristyle to glass-blowing
classes in an adjacent
building.
In addition, the museum
offers courses to student
from the University of
Toledo and an art library
that contains more than
30.000 books and 40,000
slide*.
Since the museum was
founded
by
Edward
Drummond Libbey in 1901
education has been its main
objective, according to
Assistant Director Charles
F. Gunther
Gunther,
who handles
educational programs.

believes the museum has
enough variety to interest
everyone.
"Everyone has their own
definition of art. and our
courses certainly are not
about to try and change
those personal definitions,"
Gunther said "We just want
to offer an atmosphere
where the study of art can
be pursued."
The museum is supported
by the membership of about
7.000 area residents and
through bequests.
Gunther explained the
courses are roughly divided
into two categories--the art
appreciation and history
courses and the actual art
classes held in the studios.
"The art appreciation and
history courses help a
person define his interpretation of art. while the
studio classes let people
express their potentials.'
Gunther said.
"The interesting thing
about art is the process in
which you are totally
responsible for it. and then
when you're done you can
say, 'I did that myself'." he
said.
Gunther said the adult
programs are aimed at
encouraging people to
become interested ID
something they may have
known about before but

never really
appreciate.

learned

to

"WE FEEL THE days of
the hobbyist are gone." he
said. "The people who come
here are taking their leisure
time seriously and they
want to be offered
something that is culturally
stimulating "
About 400 adults are
enrolled in the program, a
figure that Gunther
emphasizes is dominated by
no one demographic group
Though Gunther feels the
adult program is successful
in its own right, the most
well-attended of the
museum's programs are the
Saturday morning sessions
for school children in grades
one through eight
Attended by nearly 1.800
pupils each Saturday.
Gunther explained that the
program differs from the
educational programs at
other museums which are
only open to children of
museum members. Another
unusual characteristic of the
program that distinguishes
it from the museum's adult

program is that there is no
cost involved other than for
materials needed in studio
classes
"We're
trying
to
encourage children to be
open to their
own
expressiveness by providing
an atmosphere where young
people with common
interests can come together
and be exposed to a wide
range of art," Gunther said.
GUNTHER DID point out.
however, that the museum's
curricula do differ from
courses taught at art
academics and professional
schools in that no emphasis
is put on achievement
Gu other's philosophy is to
stimulate an interest in art.
In order to do that, he
explained, many of the
classes are held in the
museum's galleries where
the children can be
surrounded by creativity.
While
the Saturday
morning sessions are not
affiliated with the Toledo
school system, the museum
does offer various tours that
• To pog«3
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The Toledo Museum of
Art haute* 43 galleries in addition to an
auditorium,
classrooms and a library.
Museum
officials,
above, examine an
artifact that th* museum ha* recently acquired.
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We're teaching visual education'
• From page 2
attract school-sponsored
field trips from all over
northwestern Ohio
Headed by Louise
Seirmarco. supervisor of the
nailery tour program, the
museum gives tours to over
70.000 visitors annually, of
which about 30.000 are
school schildren
"We're teaching visual
education that's not taught
in the public education
system.'' Seirmarco said.
"Because of this we can

have a different focus than a
classroom teacher can use
She can only talk about
works of art; we can show
them."
Seirmarco explained that
the key to each tour is
effectiveness of the tour
guides. The museum has 50
of these volunteer guides, a
figure large enough to allow
the institution to give tours
specifically designed for the
needs of any group.
DESPITE
THE
preparation and speciali-

zation, the number of tours
has decreased during the
last two years Seirmarco
said the high cost of gasoline
for school buses is one
reason for the decline.
Roger Mandle. associate
director of the museum,
agrees that the present
economic conditions have
made it difficult for a
private institution like the
museum to stay within its
$1.5 million annual budget.
"We don't get any city,
state or federal funding to

speak of, and because of it
we are obviously missing a
chance to get aid from the
people who are using the
facility", Mandle said
While this makes it
difficult to operate an institution the size of the
museum.
Mandle
sometimes considers the
lack of tax monies a
blessing.
"We don't have to answer
to any political bodies,"
Mandle said. "All of our

Students work on projects in a classroom in the museum, which has programs
ranging from adult art classes to looming programs for grade school childron
and students from Tolodo University

internal decisions are made
by our trustees "
On the other hand, the
absence of any governmental funding does present
a hinderance in financing
the daily operation of the
museum.
"WE'RE TRYING to be
cautious and conservative
without cutting our
pm rams." he said.
' We do get some special
funds for some of the
projects and exhibits, but
most of our monies come
from private endowments
and membership fees. From
these we run the entire
museum." he said.
The operation of the
museum is no small task In
fact, caring for 43 galleries,
an auditorium, movie
theatre, peristyle, cafeteria,
class rooms, library,
separate glass crafts
building and various behind
the scenes departments
demands the attention of 135
staff members.
But despite the money
problems of the institution.
the attendance of 300,000
visitors last year is a
reassuring testimony of the
museum's successful
operation.
IN ADDITION to the work
exhibited in the galleries,
another 150 paintings are
hung on large moving panels
in a basement storage vault
where they are kept until the
right exhibit or frame is
found.
In order to keep track of
the large volume of art that
makes up the museum's
collections, an elaborate
identification system is
employed in which every
piece of art is photographed
and recorded
Mandle also explained
that while no painting
restoration is done at the

museum, each of the
institute's six chief curators
does extensive conservation
work.
This time-consuming
process starts in a curator's
"labratory,"
the
conservation room, where
the curator attempts to
reconstruct
damaged
articles.
Mandle explained that in
each conservation process
the curator must use
solvents or glues that have
known antidotes. Knowledge
of an antidote enables other
curators to dismantle a
work of art in the future if
they disagree with a
previous
curator's
judgement. In turn, the next
curator implements his
ideas of how the piece
should look.
Before a curator can work
on a piece of art. however, it
must be purchased, and this
is the facet of the museum's
operation which Mandle
feels the citizens of Toledo
have
shown
their
appreciation of the
museum's contribution to
the community.
FOR MANY years after
his death in 1926, Edward
Libbey's estate provided for
85 per cent of the
acquisitions. Today the
Libbey monies sponsor 19
per cent of the purchases of
new works of art with the
rest of the funds coming
through donations
Public funding come to the
museum in two forms -as
general or unrestricted
endowments The general
endowments are used for the
operating expenses of the
museum, while the
restricted monies go for
such things as the refurbishment of galleries,
acquiring new works and
setting up art scholarships.
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Budget committee transfers funds
Sun Reporter

during the upcoming academic year

was no action taken on the
general fee.

The Advisory Committee
on the University Educational Budget Saturday
voted to transfer (ee
waivers (or out-of-state athletes from the education
budget to the athletic
department budget.
The unanimous decision
freed $30,000 from the edu
cation budget to help meet
expenses from requests for
salaries and operations

The committee also voted
to transfer llOO.ooo for
maintaining athletic fields
east of Mercer Road from
the education budget to the
general fee budget.
One committee member
suggested that the committee recommend holding the
general fee at ISO and adding
an assessment for next year
to cover at least the 1100.000
transfer
However, there

THE COMMITTEE also
voted to near appeals from
six groups contesting their
general fee allocations at 7
p.m. Sunday. Members of
the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations will
be asked to present the
rationale for their decisions
at the open hearing.
The Graduate Student
Senate,
Black Student
Union. Black African

By

ROM

Home

Peoples Association. Human
Rights Alliance. La Union de
Estudiantes Latinos and
Black Board of Cultural
Affairs
have entered
appeals.
Dr. Michael R. Kerrari.
vice president of resource
planning and educational
budget committee chairman
listed suggestions from University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. (or the education
budget.
Dr. Ferrari said salaries
are Dr. Moore's top priority.

SPRING BOOK
BONANZA
STARTS TODAY!
1500 Outstanding Books on:
• History
• Literature
• Business
• Education

• Sciences
• Sociology
• Mathematics
• Plus Much, Much More

from these outstanding publishers
• Prentiss-Hall
• Random House
• Harper-Row
• Allyn and Bacon

Appleton Century Crofts
Holt-Rinehart-Winston
1
Macmillan
Wiley
• And Others

All Hardbound Books

All Paperbound Books

$195 $QC

Dr. Moore also suggested
that a freeze be placed on
hiring both faculty and staff.
He recommended that
vacancies be brought to the
attention of the provost or
vice presidents so the need
to fill the vacant position
can be assessed.
Dr. Moore also urged the
committee to have their
recommendations prepared
by May 1 so the Board of
Trustees can consider them
at their May meeting.
HE RECOMMENDED
that the committee suggest
increasing the instructional
fee enough to generate at
least $500,000 in additional
income.
However, the state legislature could limit instructional fees House Bill 555.
the budget package pending
in the legislature, would lift
ceilings on both the general
and instructional fees unless
an amendment to set a ceiling is proposed.
Dr. Moore also said he
thought the committee could
save 1190.000 on utilities if a
conservation program is
enacted.
The committee also discussed possible ways to curb
summer school expenses A
four-day week with limited
science laboratories and om

classroom building without
air conditioning open Fridays was suggested.
THE UBRARY would be
open seven days a week One
committee member suggested that faculty and
administrators who wish to
do office work when the air
conditioning in other buildings is off could use Library
study carrels.
Freshman
pre-registralion probably would be
extended a week if the fourday week is approved. Dr.
Ferrari told the committee
that Wright stale University
has decided to have a fourday week this summer
Although House Bill 555
would increase the University's subsidies at least S3 l
million, about $1.3 million of
that increase has already
been committed to expenses '
such as increasing classified
salaries, publishing the catalog and increasing workman's compensation.
The University will also
be funding the College of
Health and Community Services next year since the
outside grant ends
The budget committee'
will meet at 8 a.m. today in
the Chart Room. 7th floor.
Administration Bldg

Classified Ads
get results!

ABORTION
STARTING RATE 425.00
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT X-216-631-1557

SAVINGS OF
UP TO

24 HOUR SERVICE

70%

POMMERETTE
TRY-OUT
INFO NIGHT

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Monday, April 21
7:00 p.m.
115 Ed. Bldg.

Student Services Building

If unable to attend, contact

Sue at 372-4959
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David Fandray

No surprises from Bad Company
Bad Company was the surprise rock and roll sensation
of the summer of 74. This
surprise was of a two-fold
nature.
First of all. few rock
bands shoot to the top of the
charts with their debut
albums-even when they
boast talents with the quality of vocalist Paul Rogers
and guitarist Mick Ralphs.

bulk of the music it offers,
however, is as mellow and
restrained as that found on
its first release

songs and make them enjoyable, if not inspiring

FOR THE most part, this
approach has resulted in a
satisfying album There are
a couple of dandy rockers,
as well as several mellow
tracks which are quite beautiful

The second surprise was
to be found in the band's
sound Despite the fact that
Rogers came to the band
from Free and Ralphs came
from Molt the Hoople-two
bands usually associated
with heavy, hard-punching
rock-Bad Company's first
album was amazingly subdued
There were a couple of
blustery rockers on the
record. But. for the most
part, the songs were either
severely restrained rock
songs or simple bluesv
ballads
Unlike the first Bad Company album, the second.
"Straight Shooter." offers
no surprises. On this record,
the band holds steady to the
course it set for itself with
the first album

The only problems can be
found in the material which
falls somewhere between
these stylistic extremes
These limp rockers-best
exemplified by
"Good
Lovin' Gone Bad"-lack both
spirit and interesting content, the kiss of death for
rock and roll songs

Bob Seger has been one of
the Midwest's most vigorous, talented, and least
appreciated rock musicians
He emerged from the Motor
City in the second half of the
60s. playing a brand of harddriving music that still puts
most heavy metal acts to
shame

Perhaps in the effort to
avoid falling into the heavy
metal trap. Bad Company
continues to merely tantalize its listeners with a few
tastes of spirited rock. The

Both Rogers and Ralphs
share the spotlight as the
stars of Straight Shooter "
Rogers' voice is true to the
legacy he left himself in the
Greedays
And Ralphs' guitar work
has loosened up considerably
since the first album. His
licks now are every bit as
vital as they were when he
played with Mott.
The entire album is a tribute to the abilities of these
two musicians Their efforts
are consistently impressive
in every cut. So much so. in
fact, that they even are able
to take the album's weakest

IN SPITE of the quality of
singles like "Heavy Music"
and "Ramblin' Gamblin'
Man." and the hefty power
of the Bob Seger System in
live concert. Seger simply
has not been able to make
the connection with a nationwide audience
Capitol
Records could not make it
work for him. Warner
Brothers Records met a
similar problem
Now Seger is back with
Capitol, and he is attempting
to reach the record-buying
public with an album aptly
entitled "Beautiful Loser "
Seger is no longer the
single-minded rocker he was
when he led the Seger
system After that band's
final triumphant celebration
of rock and roll. "Mongrel."
Seger went so far as to
record a totally acoustic Ip.
That extreme did not suit

Fellini's 'Amarcord' between real, surreal
By David Fa
"Amarcord" is a
charmingly
beautiful
portrait of life in a small
Italian village in the 1930s.
There is no story; no plot.
There are only episodes
from the lives of the film's
major characters-episodes
related to each other
primarily by the fact that
the various characters
happen to live in this one
smalltown.
Fellini has chosen to
frame this portrait with the
coming of spring one year
and its return the following
year. Within the passage of
this one year, he shows the
trials, joys, and fantasies of
his major characters. He
portrays young and old, man
and woman, crazy and sane.
This portrait, although
seemingly fragmented and
disjointed, is complete. The
characters can be seen in
their total humanity. They

are alternately vulgar and
beautiful, cowardly and
courageous, weak and
strong.
But each, whether the
middle-aged
construction
foreman, his adolescent son.
the town harlot or the
village priest, is a breathing
human being
Fellini's style in his
portrayal of these
characters' growth is
stunningly soft and simple.
Their inter-relationships are
revealed slowly.
THE INTERTWINING of
their lives is revealed in
slowly unfolding stages, as
one episode after another
completes the total picture
of life in the village.
The episodes have the
effect of the individual brush
strokes
of
the
impressionistic
painter,
whose effect cannot be felt
until one moes back and
takes in the entire painting.

The film moves easily
back and forth between the
real and the surreal. Fellini
blends natural, almost home
movie-like sequences with
grossly artificial scenes that
emphasize the fantasy
aspects of the characters'
lives
In the smooth transitions
between the two. he makes a
compelling statement about
the narrow line between
these aspects of everyone's
lives.
"Amarcord" means "I
remember." This is what
the film is ultimately about,
and this is its strength.
Even given the cultural
distance between the
characters in the film and
the American audience, it is
impossible to sit through
this
film
without
remembering feelings and
thoughts and experiences
similar to those portrayed
on the screen.

him either, however. So.
Seger finally swung back to
a more balanced approachalbums containing ballads,
light rockers and a few of
the harder driving pieces
associated with the earlier
part of his career This is
the same blend of material
found on "Beautiful Loser "
Backed by an able rock
ensemble known as the
Muscle Shoals Rhythm Section. Seger shows that he is
still in fine form as a singer,
songwriter, and producer.
He has an intensely personal
and sensitive point of view
as a performer At times, he
even borders on maudlin
sentimentality as in the
somewhat overdone piece
called "Momma "
Seger's compelling direct
vocal delivery, coupled with
the tasteful simplicity of his
production work, however,
always keep even his clumsiest songs from wallowing
in cheap melodramatics
IT IS gratifying to find
that there are people in the
industry who are willing to
support a talent like Bob
Seger. despite his spotty
track record. This album is
strong enough to prove that
their faith is justified.

Fleetwood Mac. under the
musical direction of Robert
Welch and Christine McVie,
is currently enjoying considerable popularity. It is
ironic, though, that the band

is finding this success in the
field of soft, almost middle
of the road rock
In the beginning. Fleetwood Mac was one of the
pioneering English blues
bands Led by blues guitarists Peter Green and
Jeremy Spencer, the Mac
devoted itself to recreating
the feeling of American
urban blues, much in the
same manner as John
MayaU's Bluesbreakers and
the original Yardbirds
Sire records has recently
released an anthology of
early Fleetwood Mac cuts
called "Vintage Years." On
this two-record set it is
possible to hear the sound of
Fleetwood Mac as it was originally conceived
One can also get a good
taste of the energetic English blues as it existed in the
mid-60s -before Cream and
Led Zeppelin spurred the
"Blooze overkill" with
interminable guitar solos
and mega-decibel volume
attacks

There is little here to
remind the listener of the
Mac as it currently exists
This is a rugged, raw-edged
smorgasboard of English
blues
THE ONLY real variations in the songs can be
found in differentiations
among up-tempo blues, slow
blues, and moderate-tempo
blues cuts.
What the sound lacks in
sophistication and polish,
however, is made up for in
the exuberance of the band
itself. Green and Spencer
were excellent guitarists,
and there is ample evidence
of their abilities here.
"Vintage Years" is a welcome reminder of the days
when "progressive rock"
meant music like that produced by the Yardbirds. It is
also a tribute to Green and
Spencer-two brilliant musicians who did not quite
make transition to superstardom in the 70s. like their
peers Eric Clapton and Jeff
Beck

CREATE A TAN, FIRM AND
HEALTHY BODY, START BIKING
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NEXT TO MACDONALD DORM

HUNGRY? - WANT SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
TRY

THE REDWOOD
serving the finest in

Chinese and American Foods
at
Reasonable Prices
And Remember

THE REDWOOD BAR
features HAPPY HOURS
Daily 2:30*6 including Fri. & Sat.
Mon. & Tues. eves. 9-1
Light & Dark Draft - 16 Varieties of Beer
The Best Mixed Drinks in Town

And The Redwood's Famous Mai Tai
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Gentle Giant's time is about due
By Fr»k Johnson
All last year, people were
buzzing about a creative new
group that had actually been
around since 1969 The group
was Genesis, and it took five
years lo reach the ears of
the general public of this
country. Another British
band. Gentle Giant, may
also need that long to make
it. In this case, their time is
due.
Gentle Giant's first
album, as well as their
"Glass House'' album, have
yet to appear on an American label. Still their second
one did reach the states and
few paid any attention to it
But since then some interest in the group has been
generated; enough, it
seems, to warrant a re-release of this record.
Somehow the American
record buying public have
shown the companies they
are ready for the music, as
was not the case some four
years earlier. The album.
"Acquiring the Taste" (Vertigo), features the group in
the early days as a sextet
It contains the diverse instrumentation that has
helped to form the group's
distinctive sound, that
seems to center around keyboardist Kerry Minnear.
who also works cello, vibes,
percussion and adds vocals.
Minnear - influence can

be heard on the title track, a
short baroque-like tune
where he performs the piece
on synthesizer With all its
precision, there's room for
play
The baroque carries on
throughout the album from
the start on "Pantagruel's
Nativity " The cut also features the distinctive vocal
harmonies that are so exact
and marvelously enticing
ALSO THE vibes of
Minnear that bring a coolness to it all. The mild
melody is aided by the sax
and horn work of brothers
Derek and Phil Shulman
"The House, the Street.
the Room" is much rockier
and harder containing Garry
Green's electric guitar Also
note that Minnear does an
equally hard playing of the
organ until the more peaceful movement of the song,
where the organ turns into a
soft harpsichord, and along
with horn and vibes comprise what could be termed
a contemporary chamber
group
The melody of this piece
allows the group lo go into
ghostly harmonies with
themselves and the instruments
"Plain Truth" is one of
the more complex Giant
tunes, starting with Ray
Shulman's solo electric
violin and weird Beatlesque

voices that float in for a few
seconds

The complexity of the tune
involves a few tempo
changes, different moods,
and a seemingly overpower
ing passion to throw some
jazz in as well Somehow
this kitchen sink effect
works for this track as it
does on the entire album
More spectral church-like
vocals are featured on "The
Moon is Down," a softer
almost passionate cut.
bringing on fantasy images:
"the horse riding up through
the red skies with a goldcolored bird through the
cloud flies "
A STRING quartet adds to
the maddening sound of
"Black Cut." The quartet
makes up the song's middle
interlude, sparse notes
flashin and out remaining
long enough to allow wondering about the rest. It's all
very pleasant, however,
pleasing and somewhat
mellow.
Since this second release,
Gentle Giant has two other
American releases before
their last one. "The Power
and the Glory" (Capitol).
These also followed suit and
were not too popular with
the American record public.
Their most recent one features much of the same style
of music, but now the group
is a quintet with four of the

original players left

The album's opener.
"Proclamation.'"
begins
with typical Minnear trickery, his electric piano setting the mood The song also
contains a small gimmick,
sound effects that do not
detract from the group's
musicianship
Minnear. in particular,
shows great improvement
from the earlier album,
showing a better working
knowledge of multi-tracking
and a more precise expertise on the keyboard
"Aspirations" is a very
slow tune, almost too slow
for the group, and has a hard
time keeping the interest of
the listener.
The next tune. "Playing
the Game." is much more
typical of the group It
begins with a few seconds of
Oriental-like percussion and
vibraphone which remain
throughout the entire track.
The drumming from John
Weathers is best here.

P0HHHATIM5MN6

more of the Tull influence is
also present. The emphais is
on the instruments. Hay
Shulman having a grand
violin solo. Then guitarist
Gary Green does one as
well
The group works
equally well with or without
vocals.
Though Gentle Giant has
been around for sometime,
they've never really gotten
the recognition they
deserve. Like early Genesis
and David Bowie, they have
been shuffled about by
American companies. And a
five year wait until their discovery. Gentle Giant's time
is just about due

Don't
Forget
To

AS ALWAYS, a nice slow
mellow section pops into the
songs, however it doesn't
last long and goes back to
the main part of the song.
"Cogs in Cogs" is somewhat mindful of a fuious
Jethro Tull. basing the
music on old folk tunes,
adapting it to more lively
times with harder vocals
and instruments. Credit has
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to be given for this one. the
group works harder here
than on any previous recording
Gentle Giant has always
had a way of spicing up their
vocals, singing as a group,
half the voices doing the
same lyrics at just a halfbeat behind the other half
The effect is really spooky
and carries the entirety of
"No God's a Man " Because
of this effect, the instruments take a back seat
during the proceedings.
"The Face" goes back to
some of their material
where the bass sometimes
carried the whole tune, and
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Preston steals show

Falcon ground game solid
By Dai Garfleld
Aiilltaat Sporli F.dltor
The Falcon gridders put on another good scrimmage last
Saturday, but their move to Doyt 1. Perry Field was
outdone by strong winds which hampered pass receivers and
running backs throughout the hour-and a hall scrimmage.
Once again, the first-team offense dominated the
statistics as running backs Dan Saleet and Dave Preston
provided most of ground work and scoring
Saleet, a 8-2, 213-pound sophomore from Lakewood.
turned in a fine performance The former second-string
fullback tallied 62 yards in 13 carries and scored twice from
one and nine yards out
DESPITE SALEET'S performance, tailback Dave
Preston led all backs and stole the show with 103 yards in 18
carries Most of his yards came against the second-team
defense, including a six-yard touchdown run.
Freshman quarterback Mark Miller did not have much
trouble passing in the strong wind The Canton signalcaller
completed four of 11 passes for M yards.

(in one sprint-out play to his left. Miller fired the only
interception of his spring season-right into the hands of
freshman linebacker Dick Dyer Miller didn't even want to
comment on that play
"I knew you were going to ask me about that play,'' he
said laughing while nursing his sore leg with an ice pack
following Saturday's workout "I guess I took the lump on
that interception,"
Overshadowing that one miscue. Miller threw two strikes
to veteran receiver Rob Stephan. The 6-3 tight end from
Massillon rambled for a total of 38 yards on those catches.
In total {first-teaml statistics, the Falcon first-unit
garnered 260 yards in 48 plays Rushing amounted to most of
the day's work as backs were busy carrying the ball 37 times
for 206 yards
THE SECOND team ran off 32 plays for 91 yards Leading
the second-unit offense were freshman Marcus Johnson,
who carried 10 times for 35 yards and sophomore Tony
Venditti. who totaled 20 yards in eight attempts. Venditti
scored the only second-team touchdown, plunging over from
one yard out
In the second-team passing department, sophomore Mike

Booth and Bill Eyssen had brief workouts Eyssen
completed two of four passes and had one interception
Booth hit on three of four tosses
Overall, head coach Don Nehlen was pleased with last
Saturday's workout. The strong winds, however, hampered
both the passing and kicking games-two areas where
Nehlen said the Falcons' area little behind."
Nehlen praised his first-unit quarterback despite the
interception play and he also praised Saleet's performance
"MARK HAS RUN that sprint left only twice this year.''
Nehlen said about the interception play "I think he
continues to improve each time he goes out
"Danny Saleet gets better each week He's been on one
plane i improving) every time." he said after practice..
Nehlen appeared upset with the receiving crew He
simply said "no comment" when asked about his receivers'
performance in the workout
Miller summed up the pass-receiving problem
"JB (John Boles) had his problems, dropping a few."
Miller said "One time he (Rob Stephan) catches it with one
hand-the next time, poof! (off his chest, Miller motioned)."

Falcon gridders Dave Preston (left, 9) and Mark Miller (right) turned in fine performances
in last Saturday's scrimmage at Doyt L. Perry Field. (Newsphotos by Dan Feicht)

